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Hi I am writing to let you know that I not only follow the overseas media ie. BBC, American
Broadcasting Corporation, and aljazera as well as social media to find out what is happening
in our world and indeed in my own country. I read aim, the guardian and other
independent news media... I also watch the Australian Abc ( unfortunately it now more like
skynews lite) this is due to the fact that we have effectively limited independent
mainstream media representation in Australia since Rupert Murdoch and his coterie of
media MUPPETS alongside stokes and packers are in collusion with the federal LNP
government. Now that scottyfrommarketings made the appointment "a captains call " of
another Liberal/IPA member to the head of OUR ABC it's become increasingly difficult to
find the truth. "The truth " also notably a Murdoch rag was more factual than his current
tabloids ie. Herald Sun, daily mail, the financial review, skynews, fox...etc... It's becoming
increasingly clear that this unholy concentration of what used to be factual information and
news is now more about politicizing events and propaganda for the LNP.... this needs to be
changed and the media needs to be held accountable for publishing factual
information, rather than spin and propaganda.
I saw the PM make an ass of himself in sarsfield after the fires and we now have no media
willing to hold the LNP Federal government to account. I believe that the actions and
indeed the inaction of the LNP government are the primary deciding reason for their loss in
the Eden Monaro election... personally I think that you should be investigating the lies
spread by the liberal party and Murdoch media regarding death tax, inheritance taxes
etc... the dodgy how to vote cards using AEC colors and layout in the electorates of Josh
Friedenburg, Gladys Liu and Peter Duttons electorates... the Mandarin signs in Gladys Liu
electorate are of extreme concern.
A voting citizen standing for democracy, transparency and honesty.
Darryn Fisher

